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Attention to detail is something we strive for at 

Evolution and from our customer feedback so far, it is 

something that we have achieved and perfected over 

many years.

Every aspect of the Storm window has been 

thoroughly researched, planned and considered. By 

recreating the best features from timber windows we 

have been able to create unique features for this range.

One example of our fascination with detail is that the 

sides of the sashes are perfectly rounded to create 

beautiful lines making the outside of the window look 

simple yet stunning. This means that the features of the 

frame and window complement each other perfectly.

If you prefer the outside of your windows to be 

something other than white, we have a range of 

options you can choose from for the exterior colour. 

our ground breaking white wood-effect grain and have 

a range of accessories to complement.

Left: 

Installation showing 36mm Georgian Bar
and Monkey Tail Handle

Bottom: 

Installation showing Georgian styling

Right:

Close-up of pencil round detail on 

exterior window

Bottom Right:

Full window exterior shot
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employing skilled craftsmen, not technicians. In fact there are more people 

than machines in our factory ensuring exceptional quality every time.

CRAFTSMANSHIP

Once you have decided upon all the details of your purchase, your nearest 

Evolution Retail partner will handle everything for you. They will arrange 

for a surveyor to assess your property and then allocate one of their 

skilled, experienced teams to carry out the installation with utmost care 

and attention.

INSTALLATION

Protection and safety is important to everyone, therefore the Storm range 

places great emphasis on security with comprehensive locking systems and 

shoot bolts top and bottom that are tough enough to cope with modern life.

SECURITY
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The Storm range is available in a wide variety of window colour options, coupled with a complementary

colour matching service, accessories and glass options - all you need to do is choose which combination

is the best choice to suit your home.

OVER 200 COLOURS
AVAILABLE

EVO OAK FINISH



PUTTY FINISH
(OUTSIDE)

OVALO FINISH
(INSIDE)

GEORGIAN BAR OPTIONS

36mm GEORGIAN BAR

MONKEY TAIL PEG STAY

BLACK FINISH 
PERIOD HANDLE

BLACK FINISH PERIOD 
PEG STAY

MONKEY TAIL HANDLE

CHROME FINISH 
PEG STAY

WINDOW ACCESSORY OPTIONS

Our Evolution products are renowned for our 

unique Georgian Bar options, some of which 

are available on the new Storm range.  There is 

and an Ovalo bar to the inside of the window.  

Our 36mm Georgian Bar option is also available.
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The Storm range offers an array of window accessories to suit all styles

and interiors. The entry level handle is a conventional cranked version

available in white, chrome and gold.

Desirable upgrades are depicted below including either black or pewter finish

wrought iron options or our solid cast regency range, which is available in

polished brass or chrome.

PERIOD BULB-END
CHROME HANDLE
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